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Abstract
In this paper we consider two von Neumann subalgebras B0 and B of a type II1 factorN:
For a map f on N; we deﬁne
jjfjjN;2 ¼ sup fjjfðxÞjj2 : jjxjjp1g;
and we measure the distance between B0 and B by the quantity jjEB0  EBjjN;2: Under the
hypothesis that the relative commutant in N of each algebra is equal to its center, we prove
that close subalgebras have large compressions which are spatially isomorphic by a partial
isometry close to 1 in the jj 	 jj2-norm. This hypothesis is satisﬁed, in particular, by masas and
subfactors of trivial relative commutant. A general version with a slightly weaker conclusion is
also proved. As a consequence, we show that ifA is a masa and uAN is a unitary such thatA
and uAu are close, then u must be close to a unitary which normalizes A: These qualitative
statements are given quantitative formulations in the paper.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study pairs of von Neumann subalgebras A and B of a type II1
factor N under the assumption that they are close to one another in a sense made
precise below. Some of our results are very general, but the motivating examples are
masas, subfactors, or algebras whose relative commutants inN equal their centers.
In these special cases signiﬁcant extra information is available beyond the general
case. Ideally, two close subalgebras would be unitarily conjugate by a unitary close
to the identity, but this is not true. In broad terms, we show that two close
subalgebras can be cut by projections of large trace in such a way that the resulting
algebras are spatially isomorphic by a partial isometry close to the identity. The
exact nature of the projections and partial isometry depends on additional
hypotheses placed on the subalgebras. Our results are an outgrowth of some recent
work of the ﬁrst author who proved a technical rigidity result for two masasA and
B in a type II1 factor N that has yielded several important results about type II1
factors [19,20]. The techniques of these papers were ﬁrst developed in [16]. This paper
uses further reﬁnements of these methods to prove the corresponding stability of
certain subalgebras in separable type II1 factors (Theorems 6.4 and 6.5). Several of
the lemmas used below are modiﬁcations of those in [2,19,20], and versions of these
lemmas go back to the foundations of the subject in the papers of Murray, von
Neumann, McDuff and Connes. Although the focus of this paper was initially the
topic of masas, our results have been stated for general von Neumann algebras since
the proofs are in a similar spirit. The crucial techniques from [19,20] are the use of
the pull down map F : L1ð/N;BSÞ-L1ðNÞ; and detailed analyses of projections,
partial isometries and module properties. The contractivity of F in the jj 	 jj1-norm,
[20], is replaced here by an analogous isometric jj 	 jj2-norm property (Lemma 5.1(ii))
that plays the same role (see also [19]).
If f :N-N is a bounded linear map, then jjfjjN;2 denotes the quantity
jjfjjN;2 ¼ sup fjjfðxÞjj2 : jjxjjp1g; ð1:1Þ
and jjEA  EBjjN;2 measures the distance between two subalgebrasA and B; where
EA and EB are the associated trace preserving conditional expectations. We regard
two subalgebras as close to one another if jjEA  EBjjN;2 is small. A related notion is
that of d-containment, introduced in [11] and studied in [2]. We say that ACdB if,
for each aAA; jjajjp1; there exists bAB such that jja  bjj2pd: This is equivalent to
requiring that jjðI  EBÞEAjjN;2pd; and so the condition jjEA  EBjjN;2pd implies
d-containment in both directions, so we will often use the norm inequality in the
statement of results (see Remark 6.6).
A signiﬁcant portion of the paper is devoted to the study of masas. Two metric
based invariants have been introduced to measure the degree of singularity of a masa
A in a type II1 factor. In [14], the delta invariant dðAÞ was introduced, taking values
in ½0; 1: Motivated by this and certain examples arising from discrete groups, strong
singularity and a-strong singularity for masas were deﬁned and investigated in
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[22,23]. The singular masas are those which contain their groups of unitary
normalizers [5], and within this class the notion of a strongly singular masaADN;
[22], is deﬁned by the inequality
jju  EAðuÞjj2pjjEA  EuAu jjN;2 ð1:2Þ
for all unitaries uAN: Such an inequality implies that each normalizing unitary lies
inA; so (1.2) can only hold for singular masas. We may weaken (1.2) by inserting a
constant aAð0; 1 on the left-hand side, and a masa which satisﬁes the modiﬁed
inequality is called a-strongly singular. Recently, [19], dðAÞ was shown to be 1 for all
singular masas. This result, [19, Corollary 2], may be stated as follows. If A is a
singular masa in a type II1 factorN and v is a partial isometry inN with vv
 and vv
orthogonal projections in A; then
jjvvjj2 ¼ sup fjjx  EAðxÞjj2 : xAvAv; jjxjjp1g: ð1:3Þ
This result supports the possibility that all singular masas are strongly singular.
Although we have not proved that singularity implies strong singularity, we have
been able to establish the inequality
jju  EAðuÞjj2p90jjEA  EuAu jjN;2 ð1:4Þ
for all singular masas A in separably acting type II1 factors N: The constant 90
emerges from a chain of various estimates; our expectation is that it should be
possible to replace it with a constant equal to or close to 1. The method of proof in
[19] (and of the main technical lemma in [20]) uses the convexity techniques of
Christensen, [2], together with the pull-down identity of F from [12], some work by
Kadison on center-valued traces, [9], and ﬁne estimates on projections. Our main
proof (Theorem 5.2) follows that of [19], and also requires approximation of ﬁnite
projections in LN½0; 1 %#BðHÞ: These are combined with a detailed handling of
various inequalities involving projections and partial isometries.
There are two simple ways in which masas A and B in a type II1 factor can be
close in the jj 	 jjN;2-norm on their conditional expectations. If u is a unitary close to
A in jj 	 jj2-norm and uAu ¼ B; then jjEA  EBjjN;2 is small. Secondly, if there is a
projection q of large trace in A and B with qA ¼ qB; then again jjEA  EBjjN;2 is
small. In Theorem 6.5 we show that a combination of these two methods is the only
way in which A can be close to B in separably acting factors.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains preliminary lemmas
which include statements of some known results that will be used subsequently. The
operator h in Proposition 2.4 was important for Christensen’s work in [2] and plays
an essential role here. Theorem 2.6 investigates its spectrum to aid in later estimates.
Section 3 deals with two close algebras, one of which is contained in the other. We
present a sequence of lemmas, the purpose of which is to cut the algebras by a large
projection so that equality results. Section 4 collects some more background results
preparatory to Section 5 where it is shown that two close subalgebras can be cut so
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that they become isomorphic by a suitably chosen partial isometry. In Section 6 we
focus attention on applying these results to masas. One consequence is that if a
unitary conjugate uAu of a masa A is close to the original masa then u must be
close to a normalizing unitary, and this allows us to present the results on strongly
singular masas mentioned above.
The crucial estimates are contained in Theorems 5.2, 3.5 and Corollary 2.5. We
recommend reading these three results in the order stated, referring back to ancillary
lemmas and propositions as needed. Corollary 2.5 is essentially due to Christensen in
his pioneering paper [2], but without the norm inequalities which we have included.
Two of our main results, Theorems 3.5 and 5.2, generalize [20, A.2] and use methods
from [16, Section 4].
Our results are formulated for subalgebras of a ﬁnite factor N: In only a few
places is this requirement necessary, Theorem 3.7 for example, and when the
statement of a result makes sense for a von Neumann algebra N with a unital
faithful normal trace, the same proof is valid.
2. Preliminaries
Let N be a ﬁxed but arbitrary separably acting type II1 factor with faithful
normalized normal trace t; and let B be a von Neumann subalgebra ofN: The trace
induces an inner product
/x; yS ¼ tðyxÞ; x; yAN ð2:1Þ
on N: Then L2ðN; tÞ is the resulting completion with norm
jjxjj2 ¼ ðtðxxÞÞ1=2; xAN; ð2:2Þ
and when xAN is viewed as a vector in this Hilbert space we will denote it by xˆ:
Several traces will be used in the paper and so we will write jj 	 jj2;t when there is
possible ambiguity. The unique trace preserving conditional expectation EB of N
onto B may be regarded as a projection in BðL2ðNÞ; tÞ; where we denote it by eB:
Thus
eBðxˆÞ ¼ dEBðxÞ; xAN: ð2:3Þ
Properties of the trace show that there is a conjugate linear isometry
J : L2ðN; tÞ-L2ðN; tÞ deﬁned by
JðxˆÞ ¼ bx; xAN; ð2:4Þ
and it is standard that N; viewed as an algebra of left multiplication operators on
L2ðN; tÞ; has commutant JNJ: The von Neumann algebra generated byN and eB
is denoted by /N;BS; and has commutant JBJ: If B is a maximal abelian self-
adjoint subalgebra (masa) ofN; then /N;BS is a type IN von Neumann algebra,
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since its commutant is abelian. Moreover, its center is JBJ; a masa inN0 and thus
isomorphic to LN½0; 1: The general theory of type I von Neumann algebras, [10],
shows that there is then a separable inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert space H so that
/N;BS and LN½0; 1 %#BðHÞ are isomorphic. When appropriate, for B a masa, we
will regard an element xA/N;BS as a uniformly bounded measurable BðHÞ-
valued function xðtÞ on [0,1]. Under this identiﬁcation, the center JBJ of /N;BS
corresponds to those functions taking values in CI : We denote by tr the unique semi-
ﬁnite faithful normal trace on BðHÞ which assigns the value 1 to each rank 1
projection.
The following lemma (see [12,18]) summarizes some of the basic properties of
/N;BS and eB:
Lemma 2.1. Let N be a separably acting type II1 factor with a von Neumann
subalgebra B: Then
(i) eBxeB ¼ eBEBðxÞ ¼ EBðxÞeB; xAN; ð2:5Þ
(ii) eB/N;BS ¼ eBN; /N;BSeB ¼NeB; ð2:6Þ
(iii) if xAN,JBJ and eBx ¼ 0; then x ¼ 0; ð2:7Þ
(iv) eB/N;BSeB ¼ BeB ¼ eBB; ð2:8Þ
(v) there is a faithful normal semi-finite trace Tr on /N;BS which satisfies
TrðxeByÞ ¼ tðxyÞ; x; yAN; ð2:9Þ
and in particular,
TrðeBÞ ¼ 1: ð2:10Þ
The following result will be needed subsequently. We denote by jjxjj2;Tr the Hilbert
space norm induced by Tr on the subspace of /N;BS consisting of elements
satisfying TrðxxÞoN:
Lemma 2.2. LetB be a masa inN and let e40: If fA/N;BS is a projection of finite
trace and
jj f  eBjj2;Trpe; ð2:11Þ
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then there exists a central projection zA/N;BS such that zf and zeB are equivalent
projections in /N; eBS: Moreover, the following inequalities hold:
jjzf  zeBjj2;Tr; jjzeB  eBjj2;Tr; jjzf  eBjj2;Trpe: ð2:12Þ
Proof. From (2.8), eB is an abelian projection in /N; eBS so, altering eBðtÞ on a
null set if necessary, each eBðtÞ is a projection in BðHÞ whose rank is at most 1. If
ftA½0; 1 : eBðtÞ ¼ 0g were not a null set, then there would exist a non-zero central
projection pAJBJ corresponding to this set so that eBp ¼ 0; contradicting (2.7).
Thus we may assume that each eBðtÞ has rank 1.
Since Tr is a faithful normal semi-ﬁnite trace on /N;BS; there exists a non-
negative R-valued measurable function kðtÞ on [0,1] such that
TrðyÞ ¼
Z 1
0
kðtÞtrðyðtÞÞ dt; yA/N;BS; TrðyyÞoN: ð2:13Þ
By (2.10),
TrðeBÞ ¼
Z 1
0
kðtÞtrðeBðtÞÞ dt ¼ 1; ð2:14Þ
and thus integration against kðtÞ deﬁnes a probability measure m on [0,1] such that
TrðyÞ ¼
Z 1
0
trðyðtÞÞ dmðtÞ; yA/N; eBS; TrðyyÞoN: ð2:15Þ
It follows from (2.15) that
jjyjj22;Tr ¼
Z 1
0
trðyðtÞyðtÞÞ dmðtÞ; yA/N;BS: ð2:16Þ
Consider a rank 1 projection pABðHÞ and a projection qABðHÞ of rank nX2:
Then
trððp  qÞ2Þ ¼ trðp þ q  2pqÞ ¼ trðp þ q  2pqpÞXtrðp þ q  2pÞX1; ð2:17Þ
and the same inequality is obvious if q ¼ 0: Let G ¼ ftA½0; 1 : rankð f ðtÞÞa1g:
Then, from (2.11),
e2Xjj f  eBjj22;TrX
Z
G
trðð f ðtÞ  eBðtÞÞ2Þ dmðtÞXmðGÞ; ð2:18Þ
by (2.17). Let z ¼ wGc#I ; a central projection in /N;BS: Then the ranks of
zðtÞf ðtÞ and zðtÞeBðtÞ are simultaneously 0 or 1, and so zf and zeB are equivalent
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projections in /N;BS: Then
jjzeB  eBjj22;Tr ¼
Z
G
trðeBðtÞÞ dmðtÞ ¼ mðGÞpe2; ð2:19Þ
from (2.18), while
jjzf  eBjj22;Tr ¼
Z
G
trðeBðtÞÞ dmðtÞ þ
Z
Gc
trðð f ðtÞ  eBðtÞÞ2Þ dmðtÞ
p jj f  eBjj22;Tr ð2:20Þ
since, on G;
trðeBðtÞÞ ¼ 1ptrðð f ðtÞ  eBðtÞÞ2Þ; ð2:21Þ
by (2.17). Finally,
jjzf  zeBjj2;Trpjjzjj jj f  eBjj2;Trpe; ð2:22Þ
completing the proof of (2.12). &
We now recall some properties of the polar decomposition and some trace norm
inequalities. These may be found in [3,10].
Lemma 2.3. Let M be a von Neumann algebra.
(i) If wAM then there exists a partial isometry vAM; whose initial and final spaces
are respectively the closures of the ranges of w and w; satisfying
w ¼ vðwwÞ1=2 ¼ ðwwÞ1=2v: ð2:23Þ
(ii) Suppose that M has a faithful normal semifinite trace Tr. If xAM; 0pxp1;
TrðxxÞoN; and f is the spectral projection of x corresponding to the interval
½1=2; 1; then
jje  f jj2;Trp2jje  xjj2;Tr ð2:24Þ
for any projection eAM of finite trace.
(iii) Suppose that M has a faithful normal semifinite trace and let p and q be
equivalent finite projections inM: Then there exists a partial isometry vAM and a
unitary uAM satisfying
vv ¼ p; vv ¼ q; ð2:25Þ
vjp  qj ¼ jp  qjv; ð2:26Þ
jv  pj; jv  qjp21=2jp  qj; ð2:27Þ
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upu ¼ q; ujp  qj ¼ jp  qju; ð2:28Þ
j1 ujp21=2jp  qj: ð2:29Þ
(iv) Suppose that M has a faithful normal semifinite trace and let p and q be finite
projections in M: Then the partial isometry v in the polar decomposition of pq
satisfies
jjp  vjj2;Tr; jjq  vjj2;Trp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
jjp  qjj2;Tr: ð2:30Þ
The following result is essentially in [2], and is also used in [19,20]. We
reprove it here since the norm estimates that we obtain will be crucial for
subsequent developments. The operator h below will be important at several
points and we will refer below to the procedure for obtaining it as averaging eB
over A:
Proposition 2.4. Let A and B be von Neumann subalgebras in a separably acting type
II1 factor N; and let %K
w
AðeBÞ be the weak closure of the set
KAðeBÞ ¼ conv fueBu : u is a unitary in Ag ð2:31Þ
in /N;BS: Then %KwAðeBÞ contains a unique element h of minimal jj 	 jj2;Tr-norm, and
this element satisfies
(i) hAA0-/N;BS; 0php1; ð2:32Þ
(ii) 1 TrðeBhÞpjjðI  EBÞEAjj2N;2; ð2:33Þ
(iii) TrðeBhÞ ¼ Trðh2Þ; ð2:34Þ
(iv) jjh  eBjj2;TrpjjðI  EBÞEAjjN;2: ð2:35Þ
Proof. Each xAKAðeBÞ satisﬁes 0pxp1; and so the same is true for elements of
%KwAðeBÞ: Moreover, each xAKAðeBÞ has unit trace by Lemma 2.1(v). Let P be the set
of ﬁnite trace projections in /N;BS: Then, for xA/N;BS; xX0;
TrðxÞ ¼ sup fTrðxpÞ : pAPg: ð2:36Þ
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If pAP and ðxaÞ is a net in KAðeBÞ converging weakly to xA %KwAðeBÞ; then
lim
a
TrðxapÞ ¼ TrðxpÞ; ð2:37Þ
and it follows from (2.36) that TrðxÞp1: Since x2px; it follows that
xAL2ð/N;BS;TrÞ: Since spanfPg is norm dense in L2ð/N;BS;TrÞ; we conclude
from (2.37) that ðxaÞ converges weakly to x in the Hilbert space. Thus %KwAðeBÞ is
weakly compact in both /N;BS and L2ð/N;BS;TrÞ; and so norm closed in the
latter. Thus there is a unique element hA %KwAðeBÞ of minimal jj 	 jj2;Tr-norm.
For each unitary uAA; the map x/uxu is a jj 	 jj2;Tr-norm isometry which leaves
%KwAðeBÞ invariant. Thus
uhu ¼ h; u unitary in A; ð2:38Þ
by minimality of h; so hAA0-/N;BS: This proves (i).
Consider a unitary uAA: Then, by Lemma 2.1,
1 TrðeBueBuÞ ¼ 1 TrðeBEBðuÞuÞ ¼ 1 tðEBðuÞuÞ
¼ 1 tðEBðuÞEBðuÞÞ ¼ 1 jjEBðuÞjj22
¼ jjðI  EBÞðuÞjj22pjjðI  EBÞEAjj2N;2: ð2:39Þ
This inequality persists when ueBu
 is replaced by elements of KAðeBÞ; so it follows
from (2.37) that
1 TrðeBhÞpjjðI  EBÞEAjj2N;2; ð2:40Þ
proving (ii).
Since hAA0-/N;BS;
TrðueBuhÞ ¼ TrðeBuhuÞ ¼ TrðeBhÞ ð2:41Þ
for all unitaries uAA: Part (iii) follows from this by taking suitable convex
combinations and a weak limit to replace ueBu
 by h on the left-hand side of (2.41).
Finally, using (2.40) and (2.41),
jjh  eBjj22;Tr ¼Trðh2  2heB þ eBÞ
¼TrðeB  heBÞ
¼ 1 TrðheBÞ
p jjðI  EBÞEAjj2N;2 ð2:42Þ
proving (iv). &
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For the last two results of this section, h is the element constructed in the previous
proposition.
Corollary 2.5. Let A and B be von Neumann subalgebras of N and let f be the
spectral projection of h corresponding to the interval ½1=2; 1: Then fAA0-/N;BS;
and
jjeB  f jj2;Trp2jjðI  EBÞEAjjN;2: ð2:43Þ
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is a consequence of elementary spectral theory. The second
follows from Proposition 2.4(iv) and Lemma 2.3(ii). &
Theorem 2.6. Let Q0DQ1 be a containment of finite von Neumann algebras and let t be
a unital faithful normal trace on Q1: Suppose that
Q00-Q1 ¼ ZðQ0Þ ¼ ZðQ1Þ; ð2:44Þ
and let hA/Q1;Q0S be the operator obtained from averaging eQ0 over Q1: Then
hAZðQ0Þ ¼ Q01-/Q1;Q0S ¼ZðQ1Þ; ð2:45Þ
and the spectrum of h lies in the set
S ¼ fð4 cos2ðp=nÞÞ1 : nX3g,½0; 1=4: ð2:46Þ
In particular, the spectrum of h lies in f1g,½0; 1=2; and the spectral projection q1
corresponding to f1g is the largest central projection for which Q0q1 ¼ Q1q1:
Proof. Let Q2 denote /Q1;Q0S: Then Q02 ¼ JQ0J; so Q01-Q2 ¼ JQ1J-ðJQ0JÞ0;
which is JðQ00-Q1ÞJ ¼ JðZðQ1ÞÞJ ¼ ZðQ1Þ: In addition, ZðQ2Þ ¼ZðQ02Þ ¼
ZðJQ0JÞ ¼ZðQ1Þ; so the algebras ZðQ0Þ; ZðQ1Þ; ZðQ2Þ; Q00-Q1 and Q01-Q2
coincide under these hypotheses. Since hAQ01-Q2; by Proposition 2.4, we have thus
established (2.45).
The set S consists of an interval and a decreasing sequence of points. If the
spectrum of h is not contained in S; then we may ﬁnd a closed interval
½a; bDSc-ð1=4; 1Þ so that the corresponding spectral projection z of h is non-zero
and also lies in ZðQ1Þ: By cutting the algebras by z; we may assume that a1phpb1
and ½a; b-S ¼ | so aX1=4: The trace Tr on Q2 coming from the basic construction
satisﬁes Trð1Þpa1TrðhÞ ¼ a1TrðeQ0Þp4 and is thus ﬁnite. Let Ctr denote the
center-valued trace on Q2; whose restrictions to Q0 and Q1 are also the center-valued
traces on these subalgebras. Then CtrðeQ0ÞXa1: If Q2 has a central summand of type
In with corresponding central projection p then cutting by p gives containment of
type In algebras with equal centers and are thus equal to each other. This would show
that hp ¼ p and 1 would lie in the spectrum of h; contrary to assumption. Thus Q2 is
a type II1 von Neumann algebra. Then 1 may be expressed as a sum of four
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equivalent projections fpig4i¼1 each having central trace ð41Þ1: Thus each pi is
equivalent to a subprojection of eQ0 and so there exist partial isometries viAQ2 such
that 1 ¼P4i¼1vieQ0vi : Since eQ0Q1 ¼ eQ0Q2; we may replace each vi by an operator
wiAQ1; yielding 1 ¼
P4
i¼1 wieQ0w

i : For each xAQ1; multiply on the right by xeQ0 to
obtain
xeQ0 ¼
X4
i¼1
wiEQ0ðwi xÞeQ0 ; xAQ1; ð2:47Þ
so x ¼P4i¼1 wiEQ0ðwi xÞ; and Q1 is a ﬁnitely generated right Q0-module. In a similar
fashion Q2 ¼
P4
i¼1wieQ0Q2 ¼
P4
i¼1 wieQ0Q1; and so Q2 is ﬁnitely generated over Q1:
This is a standard argument in subfactor theory (see [12]) which we include for the
reader’s convenience.
Let O be the spectrum of ZðQ2Þ; and ﬁx oAO: Then
I2 ¼ fxAQ2 : CtrðxxÞðoÞ ¼ 0g ð2:48Þ
is a maximal norm closed ideal in Q2 and Q2=I2 is a type II1 factor, denoted M2;
with trace to ¼ o3Ctr [21]. Similar constructions yield maximal ideals IkDQk; k ¼
0; 1; and factors Mk ¼ Qk=Ik: Equality of the centers gives Qk-I2 ¼ Ik for k ¼
0; 1; and so M0DM1DM2 is an inclusion of factors. Let p : Q2-M2 denote the
quotient map, and let e ¼ pðeQ0Þ: From above we note thatM2 is a ﬁnitely generated
M1-module.
Consider xAI1: By uniqueness of the center-valued trace, the composition of EQ0
with the restriction of Ctr to Q0 is Ctr. Thus
CtrðEQ0ðxxÞÞÞðoÞ ¼ CtrðxxÞðoÞ; xAQ1: ð2:49Þ
Conditional expectations are completely positive unital maps and so
EQ0ðxÞEQ0ðxÞpEQ0ðxxÞ; showing that EQ0 maps I1 to I0: Thus there is a well
deﬁned to-preserving conditional expectation E :M1-M0 given by Eðx þI1Þ ¼
EQ0ðxÞ þI0 for xAQ1: From above, e commutes with M0 and M2 is generated by
M1 and e: Moreover, exe ¼ EðxÞe for xAM1 by applying p to the equation eQ0xeQ0 ¼
EQ0ðxÞeQ0 for xAQ1: ThusM2 is the extension ofM1 byM0 with Jones projection e
[7]. Now CtrðeQ0ÞðoÞ ¼ hðoÞA½a; b; so toðeÞ ¼ hðoÞ while toð1Þ ¼ 1: It follows that
½M1 :M01A½a; b; contradicting the theorem of Jones, [7], on the possible values of
the index.
Now let q1 be the spectral projection of h corresponding to f1g: If we cut by q1
then we may assume that h ¼ 1: But then eQ0 ¼ 1 and Q0 ¼ Q1: We conclude that
Q0q1 ¼ Q1q1: On the other hand, let zAZðQ1Þ be a projection such that Q0z ¼ Q1z:
Then eQ0z ¼ z; so hz ¼ z; showing that zpq1: Thus q1 is the largest central projection
with the stated property. &
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3. Containment of ﬁnite algebras
In this section we consider an inclusion MDN of ﬁnite von Neumann algebras
where N has a faithful normal unital trace t; and where NCdM for some small
positive number d: Our objective is to show that, by cutting the algebras by a suitable
projection p in the center of the relative commutantM0-N of large trace dependent
on d; we may arrive atMp ¼ pNp: This is achieved in the following lemmas which
are independent of one another. However, we have chosen the notation so that they
may be applied sequentially to our original inclusion MDN: The deﬁnition of
NCdM depends implicitly on the trace t assigned toN: Since we will be rescaling
traces at various points, we will make this explicit by adopting the notation
NCd;tM: If t1 ¼ lt for some l40; then
jjxjj2;t1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
jjxjj2;t; xAN: ð3:1Þ
Consequently NCd;tM becomes NC ﬃﬃlp d;t1M for this change of trace.
It is worth noting that the beginning of the proof of the next lemma shows that if
M0DN0; N0Cd0;t0M0 for a von Neumann algebra N0 with a faithful normal
unital trace t0; then M00-N0Cd0;t0ZðM0Þ:
Lemma 3.1. Let d1Að0; 1Þ and consider an inclusion M1DN1; where N1 has a unital
faithful normal trace t1 relative to which N1Cd1;t1M1: Then there exists a projection
p1AZðM01-N1Þ such that t1ðp1ÞX1 d21 and ðM1p1Þ0-p1N1p1 is abelian.
Setting M2 ¼M1p1; N2 ¼ p1N1p1; and t2 ¼ t1ðp1Þ1t1; we have M02-N2 is
abelian and N2Cd2;t2M2; where d2 is defined by d
2
2 ¼ d21ð1 d21Þ1:
Proof. Let C ¼M01-N1; which contains ZðM1Þ: If cAC; jjcjjp1; we may choose
mAM1 to satisfy jjc  mjj2;t1pd1: Conjugation by unitaries from M1 leaves c
invariant, so Dixmier’s approximation theorem [4] shows that there is an element
zAZðM1Þ such that jjc  zjj2;t1pd1: Thus CCd1ZðM1Þ: LetA be a maximal abelian
subalgebra of C which contains ZðM1Þ; and note that ZðCÞDA: Choose a
projection p1AZðCÞ; maximal with respect to the property that Cp1 is abelian. We
now construct a unitary uACð1 p1Þ such that EAð1p1ÞðuÞ ¼ 0:
The algebra Cð1 p1Þ may be decomposed as a direct sum
Cð1 p1Þ ¼
M
kX0
Ck; ð3:2Þ
where C0 is type II1 and each Ck for kX1 has the form Mnk#Ak for an abelian
subalgebra Ak of A: Let qk; kX0; be the identity element of Ck: Then Aqk; kX1;
contains Ak and is maximal abelian in Ck; so has the form Dk#Ak for some
diagonal algebra DkDMnk [9]. Note that the choice of p1 implies nkX2: For kX1; let
uk be a unitary in Mnk ðDMnk#1Þ which cyclically permutes the basis for Dk: For
k ¼ 0; choose two equivalent orthogonal projections in Aq0 which sum to q0; let
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vAC0 be an implementing partial isometry, and let u0 ¼ v þ v: Then u ¼
PN
k¼0 uk is
a unitary in Cð1 p1Þ for which EAð1p1ÞðuÞ ¼ 0: Thus w ¼ p1 þ u is a unitary in C:
Then
d1X jjw  EZðM1ÞðwÞjj2;t1Xjjw  EAðwÞjj2;t1
¼ jju  EAð1p1ÞðuÞjj2;t1 ¼ jjujj2;t1 ¼ jj1 p1jj2;t1 ; ð3:3Þ
and the inequality t1ðp1ÞX1 d21 follows.
Now let M2 ¼M1p1; N2 ¼ p1N1p1 and t2 ¼ t1ðp1Þ1t1: Then M02-N2 ¼ Cp1;
which is abelian, and N2Cd2;t2M2; where d2 ¼ d1ð1 d21Þ1=2: &
Lemma 3.2. Let d2Að0; 21Þ and consider an inclusion M2DN2; where N2 has a
unital faithful normal trace t2 relative to which N2Cd2;t2M2: Further suppose that
M02-N2 is abelian. Then there exists a projection p2AM02-N2 such that t2ðp2ÞX1
4d22 and ðM2p2Þ0-ðp2N2p2Þ ¼ZðM2p2Þ: In particular, when N2 is abelian we have
N2p2 ¼M2p2:
Setting M3 ¼M2p2; N3 ¼ p2M2p2 and t3 ¼ t2ðp2Þ1t2; we have M03-N3 ¼
ZðM3Þ and N3Cd3;t3M3; where d3 is defined by d23 ¼ d22ð1 4d22Þ1:
Proof. Let A ¼ZðM2Þ and let C ¼M02-N2; which is abelian by hypothesis. It is
easy to see that CCd2;t2A; by applying Dixmier’s approximation theorem [4].
Consider the basic construction ADCD/C;AS with canonical trace Tr on
/C;AS given by TrðxeAyÞ ¼ t2ðxyÞ for x; yAC: Note that C is maximal abelian in
BðL2ðC; t2ÞÞ and thus maximal abelian in /C;AS: Following the notation of
Proposition 2.4, let h be the element of minimal jj 	 jj2;Tr-norm in %KwCðeAÞ and recall
from (2.35) that jjh  eAjj2;Trpd2: For each lAð21; 1Þ; let fl be the spectral
projection of h for the interval ½l; 1: Since hAC0-/C;AS ¼ C; we also have that
flAC for 21olo1: Fix an arbitrary l in this interval.
We ﬁrst show that for every projection qpfl; the inequality
EAðqÞXl supp ðEAðqÞÞ ð3:4Þ
holds. If not, then there exists a projection qpfl and e40 so that the spectral
projection q0 of EAðqÞ for the interval ½0; l e is non-zero. Then
0aEAðqq0Þpl e: ð3:5Þ
From this it follows that eAðqq0ÞeApðl eÞeA; which implies that qq0eAqq0pðl
eÞqq0: (To see this, note that, for any pair of projections e and f ; the inequalities
efeple; jjef jjp ﬃﬃﬃlp ; jj fejjp ﬃﬃﬃlp ; and fefplf are all equivalent.) Averaging
this inequality over unitaries in Cqq0; which have the form uqq0 for unitaries
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uAC; leads to
hqq0pðl eÞqq0: ð3:6Þ
The inequality hflXlfl implies that
hqq0Xlqq0; ð3:7Þ
and this contradicts (3.6), establishing (3.4).
Now consider two orthogonal projections q1 and q2 in Cfl: From (3.4) we obtain
1X EAðq1 þ q2ÞXlðsupp EAðq1Þ þ supp EAðq2ÞÞ
X 2lðsupp EAðq1Þ 	 supp EAðq2ÞÞ: ð3:8Þ
Since l421; this forces EAðq1Þ and EAðq2Þ to have disjoint support projections.
Whenever a conditional expectation of one abelian algebra onto another has the
property that EðpÞEðqÞ ¼ 0 for all pairs of orthogonal projections p and q; then E is
the identity. This can be easily seen by considering pairs p and 1 p: In our
situation, we conclude that Afl ¼ Cfl: Let p2 be the spectral projection of h for the
interval ð21; 1: By taking the limit l-21þ; we obtain Ap2 ¼ Cp2; and the
estimate t2ðp2ÞX1 4d22 follows by taking limits in the inequality
ð1 lÞ2ð1 t2ð flÞÞ ¼ t2ððð1 lÞð1 flÞÞ2Þpt2ðð1 hÞ2Þ
¼TrðeAð1 hÞ2Þ ¼ jjeAð1 hÞjj22;Tr
¼ jjeAðeA  hÞjj22;TrpjjeA  hjj22;Tr d22: ð3:9Þ
Now let M3 ¼M2p2; N3 ¼ p2N2p2 and t3 ¼ t2ðp2Þ1t2: Then ZðM3Þ ¼
M03-N3 and N3Cd3;t3M3; where d3 ¼ d2ð1 4d22Þ1=2: &
Lemma 3.3. Let d3Að0; 41Þ and consider an inclusion M3DN3; where N3 has a
unital faithful normal trace t3 relative to which N3Cd3;t3M3: Further suppose that
ZðM3Þ ¼M03-N3: Then there exists a projection p3AZðM3Þ such that t3ðp3ÞX1
16d23 and
ZðM3p3Þ ¼ ðM3p3Þ0-ðp3N3p3Þ ¼Zðp3N3p3Þ: ð3:10Þ
Setting M4 ¼M3p3; N4 ¼ p3N3p3 and t4 ¼ t3ðp3Þ1t3; we have
ZðM4Þ ¼M04-N4 ¼ ZðN4Þ ð3:11Þ
and N4Cd4;t4M4; where d4 is defined by d
2
4 ¼ d23ð1 16d23Þ1:
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Proof. Since ZðN3ÞDM03-N3 we have, by hypothesis, that ZðN3ÞDZðM3Þ: If
xAZðM3Þ; jjxjjp1; and u is a unitary in N3 then choose mAM3 such that jju 
mjj2;t3pd3: It follows that
jjux  xujj2;t3 ¼ jjðu  mÞx  xðu  mÞjj2;t3p2d3; ð3:12Þ
and so jjuxu  xjj2;t3p2d3: Suitable convex combinations of terms of the form uxu
converge in norm to an element of ZðN3Þ; showing that ZðM3ÞC2d3;t3ZðN3Þ:
Now apply Lemma 3.2 to the inclusion ZðN3ÞDZðM3Þ; taking d2 ¼ 2d3: We
conclude that there is a projection p3AZðM3Þ such that t3ðp3ÞX1 16d23 and
ZðN3Þp3 ¼ZðM3Þp3:
Now let M4 ¼M3p3; N4 ¼N3p3 and t4 ¼ t3ðp3Þ1t3: Then (3.11) is satisﬁed
and N4Cd4;t4M4; where d4 ¼ d3ð1 16d23Þ1=2: &
Lemma 3.4. Let d4Að0; 21=2Þ and consider an inclusion M4DN4; where N4 has a
unital faithful normal trace t4 relative to which N4Cd4;t4M4: Further suppose that
ZðM4Þ ¼M04-N4 ¼ZðN4Þ: ð3:13Þ
Then there exists a projection p4AZðM4Þ such that t4ðp4ÞX1 2d24 and M4p4 ¼
N4p4:
Proof. Consider the basic construction M4DN4D/N4;M4S with associated
projection eM4 ; and let hAN
0
4-/N4;M4S be the operator obtained from eM4 by
averaging over the unitary group ofN4: By hypothesis, the conditions of Theorem
2.6 are met, and so hAZðN4Þ and has spectrum contained in f1g,½0; 21: Let
qAZðN4Þ ¼ ZðM4Þ be the spectral projection of h for the eigenvalue 1, and note
that hð1 qÞpð1 qÞ=2: Fix an arbitrary e40 and suppose that
TrðeM4uðeM4ð1 qÞÞuÞXð21 þ eÞTrðeM4ð1 qÞÞ ð3:14Þ
for all unitaries uAM4: Taking the average leads to
TrðeM4hð1 qÞÞXð21 þ eÞTrðeM4ð1 qÞÞ; ð3:15Þ
and so t4ðhð1 qÞÞXð21 þ eÞt4ð1 qÞ: If q ¼ 1 then we already have N4 ¼M4;
otherwise the last inequality gives a contradiction and so (3.14) fails for every e40:
The presence of ð1 qÞ in (3.14) ensures that this inequality fails for a unitary
ueAN4ð1 qÞ: Thus
TrðeM4ueðeM4ð1 qÞÞue Þoð21 þ eÞ TrðeM4ð1 qÞÞ ð3:16Þ
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for each e40: Deﬁne a unitary in N4 by ve ¼ q þ ue: By hypothesis,
d24X jjq þ ue  EM4ðq þ ueÞjj22;t4 ¼ jjðI  EM4ÞðueÞjj
2
2;t4
¼ jjuejj22;t4  jjEM4ðueÞjj
2
2;t4 ¼ t4ð1 qÞ  t4ðEM4ðueÞue Þ
¼ t4ð1 qÞ  TrðeM4ueeM4ð1 qÞue Þ
X t4ð1 qÞ  ð21 þ eÞt4ð1 qÞ; ð3:17Þ
where we have used (3.16) and the fact that qAZðM4Þ ¼Zð/N4;M4SÞ: Letting
e-0 in (3.17), we obtain t4ðqÞX1 2d24:
Deﬁne p4 ¼ qAZðM4Þ: The basic construction forM4p4DN4p4 is obtained from
the basic construction for M4DN4 by cutting by the central projection q: Since
hq ¼ q; it follows that N4p4 ¼M4p4; completing the proof. &
We now summarize these lemmas.
Theorem 3.5. Let N be a von Neumann algebra with a unital faithful normal trace t;
let M be a von Neumann subalgebra, and let d be a positive number in the interval
ð0; ð23Þ1=2Þ: If NCd;tM; then there exists a projection pAZðM0-NÞ such that
tðpÞX1 23d2 and Mp ¼ pNp:
Proof. We apply the previous four lemmas successively to cut by projections until
the desired conclusion is reached. Each projection has trace at least a ﬁxed
proportion of the trace of the previous one, so the estimates in these lemmas combine
to give
tðpÞXð1 d21Þð1 4d22Þð1 16d23Þð1 2d24Þ; ð3:18Þ
where the di’s satisfy the relations
d21 ¼ d2; d22 ¼
d21
1 d21
; d23 ¼
d22
1 4d22
; d24 ¼
d23
1 16d23
: ð3:19Þ
Substitution of (3.19) into (3.18) gives tðpÞX1 23d2: &
Remark 3.6. The assumption that doð23Þ1=2 in Theorem 3.5 guarantees that the
di’s in the lemmas fall in the correct ranges. This theorem is still true, but vacuous,
for dXð23Þ1=2: The constant 23 can be improved under additional hypotheses by
joining the sequence of lemmas at a later point. If the inclusion MDN; NCdM
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also satisﬁes the hypotheses of Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 or 3.4 then 23 can be replaced,
respectively, by 22, 18 or 2. &
For the case when the larger algebra is a factor, the estimate in Theorem 3.5 can be
considerably improved.
Theorem 3.7. Let N be a type II1 factor with a unital faithful normal trace t; let M be
a von Neumann subalgebra, and let d be a positive number in the interval ð0; ð2=5Þ1=2Þ:
If NCd;tM; then there exists a projection pAM0-N with tðpÞX1 d2=2 such that
Mp ¼ pNp:
Proof. Let qAM0-N be a projection with tðqÞX1=2: Then 1 q is equivalent inN
to a projection epq: Let vAN be a partial isometry such that vv ¼ e; vv ¼ 1 q:
Let w ¼ v þ vAN and note that jjwjj ¼ 1 and EMðwÞ ¼ 0: Then
jjw  EMðwÞjj22;t ¼ jjv þ vjj22 ¼ 2tð1 qÞ; ð3:20Þ
so we must have 2tð1 qÞpd2; or tðqÞX1 d2=2: On the other hand, if tðqÞp1=2
then this argument applies to 1 q; giving tðqÞpd2=2: Thus the range of the trace on
projections in M0-N is contained in ½0; d2=2,½1 d2=2; 1:
By Zorn’s lemma and the normality of the trace, there is a projection pAM0-N
which is minimal with respect to the property of having trace at least 1 d2=2: We
now show that p is a minimal projection in M0-N: If not, then p can be written
p1 þ p2 with tðp1Þ; tðp2Þ40: By choice of p; we see that tðp1Þ; tðp2Þpd2=2: It follows
that
1 d2=2ptðpÞ ¼ tðp1Þ þ tðp2Þpd2; ð3:21Þ
which contradicts d2o2=5: Thus p is minimal inM0-N; soMp has trivial relative
commutant in pNp: Let t1 be the normalized trace tðpÞ1t on pNp: Then
pNpCd1;t1Mp; where d1 ¼ dð1 d2=2Þ1=2o21=2:
We have now reached the situation of a subfactor inclusion PDQ; QCdP for a
ﬁxed do21=2 and P0-Q ¼ C1: Since
Q0-/Q;PS ¼ JðP0-QÞJ ¼ C1; ð3:22Þ
the operator h obtained from averaging eP over unitaries in Q is l1 for some l40: By
Proposition 2.4(ii) and (iii), we have 1 lpd2o1=2 and l ¼ l2Trð1Þ; yielding
Trð1Þ ¼ 1=lo2: Thus ½Q :Po2; so Q ¼ P from [7]. Applying this toMpDpNp; we
conclude equality as desired. &
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4. Estimates in the jj . jj2-norm
This section establishes some more technical results which will be needed
subsequently. ThroughoutN is a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra with a unital faithful
normal trace t and A is a general von Neumann subalgebra.
Lemma 4.1. Let wAN have polar decomposition w ¼ vk; where k ¼ ðwwÞ1=2; and let
p ¼ vv and q ¼ vv be the initial and final projections of v: If eAN is a projection
satisfying ew ¼ w; then
(i) jjp  kjj2pjje  wjj2; ð4:1Þ
(ii) jje  qjj2pjje  wjj2; ð4:2Þ
(iii) jje  vjj2p2jje  wjj2: ð4:3Þ
Proof. The ﬁrst inequality is equivalent to
tðp þ k2  2pkÞptðe þ ww  w  wÞ; ð4:4Þ
since ew ¼ w; and (4.4) is in turn equivalent to
tðw þ wÞptðe  p þ 2kÞ; ð4:5Þ
since pk ¼ k from properties of the polar decomposition. The map x/tðk1=2xk1=2Þ
is a positive linear functional whose norm is tðkÞ: Thus
jtðwÞj ¼ jtðwÞj ¼ jtðvkÞj ¼ jtðk1=2vk1=2ÞjptðkÞ: ð4:6Þ
The range of e contains the range of w; so eXq: Thus
tðeÞXtðqÞ ¼ tðpÞ; ð4:7Þ
and so (4.5) follows from (4.6), establishing (i).
The second inequality is equivalent to
tðq  2eqÞp tðww  ew  weÞ
¼ tðk2  w  wÞ: ð4:8Þ
Since eq ¼ q; this is equivalent to
tðw þ wÞptðk2 þ qÞ ¼ tðp þ k2Þ: ð4:9Þ
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From (4.6)
tðw þ wÞp2 tðkÞ ¼ tðp þ k2  ðk  pÞ2Þptðp þ k2Þ; ð4:10Þ
which establishes (4.9) and proves (ii).
The last inequality is
jje  vjj2p jje  vkjj2 þ jjvðk  pÞjj2
p jje  wjj2 þ jjk  pjj2p2jje  wjj2; ð4:11Þ
by (i) &.
The next result gives some detailed properties of the polar decomposition
(see [2]).
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a von Neumann subalgebra of N and let f :A-N be a
normal -homomorphism. Let w have polar decomposition
w ¼ vðwwÞ1=2 ¼ ðwwÞ1=2v; ð4:12Þ
and let p ¼ vv; q ¼ vv: If
fðaÞw ¼ wa; aAA; ð4:13Þ
then
(i)
wwAA0 and wwAfðAÞ0; ð4:14Þ
(ii)
fðaÞv ¼ va and fðaÞq ¼ vav for all aAA; ð4:15Þ
(iii)
pAA0-N and qAfðAÞ0-N: ð4:16Þ
Proof. If aAA; then
wwa ¼wfðaÞw ¼ ðfðaÞwÞw
¼ðwaÞw ¼ aww; ð4:17Þ
and so wwAA0: The second statement in (i) has a similar proof.
Let f be the projection onto the closure of the range of ðwwÞ1=2: Since w ¼
ðwwÞ1=2v; the range of w is contained in the range of f ; and so fXp by Lemma
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2.3(i). For all xAN and aAA;
fðaÞvðwwÞ1=2x ¼fðaÞwx ¼ wax
¼ vðwwÞ1=2ax ¼ vaðwwÞ1=2x; ð4:18Þ
since ðwwÞ1=2AA0 by (i). Thus
fðaÞvf ¼ vaf ; aAA; ð4:19Þ
which reduces to
fðaÞv ¼ va; aAA; ð4:20Þ
since fAVNððwwÞ1=2ÞDA0; and
v ¼ vp ¼ vpf ¼ vf : ð4:21Þ
This proves the ﬁrst statement in (ii). The second is immediate from
fðaÞq ¼ fðaÞvv ¼ vav; aAA: ð4:22Þ
The proof of the third part is similar to that of the ﬁrst, and we omit the details. &
5. Homomorphisms on subalgebras
In this section we consider two close subalgebras B0 and B of a type II1 factorN:
Our objective is to cut each algebra by a projection of large trace in such a way that
the resulting algebras are spatially isomorphic by a partial isometry which is close to
the identity. We begin by discussing an auxiliary map F and we recall some of its
properties in the ﬁrst lemma.
TheN-bimodule spanfNeBNg is weakly dense in /N;BS; [12], and there is a
well deﬁned N-bimodule map F : spanfNeBNg-N which, on generators, is
given by
FðxeByÞ ¼ xy; x; yAN: ð5:1Þ
For subsequent work, the importance of this map is that calculations performed in
/N;BS can be projected down intoN: The ﬁrst lemma collects the properties of F
needed later (see [12,18]).
Lemma 5.1. Let B be a von Neumann subalgebra of N: The map F : span
fNeBNg-N is N-modular and satisfies
(i) tðFðxÞzÞ ¼ TrðxzÞ for all xAspanfNeBNg and for all zAN;
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(ii) F maps eB/N;BS ¼ eBN into N and
jjFðxÞjj2;t ¼ jjxjj2;Tr; xAeB/N;BS; ð5:2Þ
(iii) for all xA/N;BS;
eBFðeBxÞ ¼ eBx: ð5:3Þ
Proof. The N-modularity is clear from the deﬁnition. Consider a generator x ¼
seBtANeBN: Then, for zAN;
trðFðxÞzÞ ¼ trðstzÞ ¼ TrðseBtzÞ ¼ TrðxzÞ: ð5:4Þ
The ﬁrst assertion follows by taking linear combinations in (5.4).
If xAeBN then write x ¼ eBy for some yAN: Then FðxÞ ¼ y; so
jjxjj22;Tr ¼ TrðyeByÞ ¼ tðyyÞ ¼ jjFðxÞjj22;t; ð5:5Þ
proving (5.2).
If xA/N;BS then eBxAeBN; so there exists yAN so that eBx ¼ eBy: Then
FðeBxÞ ¼ y; and (5.3) is immediate. &
The following is the main result of this section. We will also state two variants
which give improved estimates under stronger hypotheses.
Theorem 5.2. Let d40; let B0 and B be von Neumann subalgebras of a type II1 factor
N with unital faithful normal trace t; and suppose that jjEB  EB0 jjN;2pd: Then
there exist projections q0AB0; qAB; q00AB
0
0-N; q0AB0-N; p00 ¼ q0q00; p0 ¼ qq0;
and a partial isometry vAN such that vp00B0p
0
0v
 ¼ p0Bp0; vv ¼ p0; vv ¼ p00:
Moreover, v can be chosen to satisfy jj1 vjj2;tp69d; jj1 p0jj2;tp35d and jj1
p00jj2;tp35d:
Under the additional hypothesis that the relative commutants of B0 and B are
respectively their centers, the projections may be chosen so that p00AB0 and p
0AB:
Proof. We assume that doð35Þ1; otherwise we may take v ¼ 0: Let eB be the
Jones projection for the basic construction BDND/N;BS and let
hAB00-/N;BS be the operator obtained from averaging eB over the unitary
group of B0 (see Proposition 2.4). If we denote by e the spectral projection of h for
the interval [1/2,1], then eAB00-/N;BS and jjeB  ejj2;Trp2d; by Corollary 2.5.
Then
eB0 ¼ eB0eDe/N;BSe: ð5:6Þ
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Consider xAe/N;BSe with jjxjjp1: Since eB/N;BSeB ¼ BeB; there exists bAB;
jjbjjp1; such that eBxeB ¼ beB: Then
jjx  EB0ðbÞejj22;Tr ¼ jjðx  EB0ðbÞÞejj22;Tr
¼ jjðx  EB0ðbÞÞeeBjj22;Tr þ jjðx  EB0ðbÞÞeð1 eBÞjj22;Tr ð5:7Þ
and we estimate these terms separately. For the ﬁrst, we have
jjðx  EB0ðbÞÞeeBjj2;Tr ¼ jjeðx  EB0ðbÞÞeBjj2;Tr
p jjeðx  EBðbÞÞeBjj2;Tr þ jjeðEBðbÞ  EB0ðbÞÞeBjj2;Tr
p jjeðx  eBxeBÞeBjj2;Tr þ d
¼ jjeðe  eBÞðxeBÞjj2;Tr þ d
p jje  eBjj2;Tr þ dp3d: ð5:8Þ
For the second term in (5.7), we have
jjðx  EB0ðbÞÞeð1 eBÞjj22;Tr ¼ jjðx  EB0ðbÞÞeðe  eBÞjj22;Tr
p jjx  EB0ðbÞjj2jje  eBjj22;Tr
p 16d2: ð5:9Þ
Substituting (5.8) and (5.9) into (5.7) gives
jjx  EB0ðbÞejj22;Trp25d2: ð5:10Þ
Hence e/N;BSeC5d;TrB0e: Since jje  eBjj22;Trp4d2; it follows that
1þ 4d2XTrðeÞX1 4d2: ð5:11Þ
If we now deﬁne a unital trace on e/N;BSe by t1 ¼ TrðeÞ1Tr; then
e/N;BSeCe;t1B0e where e ¼ 5dð1 4d2Þ1=2: By Theorem 3.5, there exists a
projection fAðB0eÞ0-e/N;BSe with t1ð f ÞX1 23e2 such that B0f ¼ f/N;BSf
(since ef ¼ f ).
Let VA/N;BS be the partial isometry in the polar decomposition of eBf ; so that
eBf ¼ ðeBfeBÞ1=2V : The inequality jjV  eBjj2;Trp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p jjeB  f jj2;Tr is obtained
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from [3] or Lemma 2.3(iv), and we estimate this last quantity. We have
jjeB  f jj22;Tr ¼TrðeB þ f  2eBf Þ
¼TrðeB þ e  2eBe  ðe  f Þ þ 2eBðe  f ÞÞ
¼ jjeB  ejj22;Tr þ Trð2eBðe  f Þ  ðe  f ÞÞ
p jjeB  ejj22;Tr þ Trðe  f Þp4d2 þ 23e2TrðeÞ
p 4d2 þ ð23Þð25Þd2ð1þ 4d2Þ=ð1 4d2Þ ð5:12Þ
so jjV  eBjj2;Trp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d1 where d
2
1 is the last quantity above. Then
VV AeB/N;BSeB ¼ BeB; and V VAf/N;BSf ¼ B0f ; by the choice of f :
Thus there exist projections p0AB0; pAB so that
V V ¼ p0f ; VV  ¼ peB: ð5:13Þ
If zAZðB0Þ is the central projection corresponding to the kernel of the
homomorphism b0/b0f on B0; then by replacing p0 by p0ð1 zÞ; we may assume
that p0b0p0 ¼ 0 whenever p0b0p0f ¼ 0: Since p0ð1 zÞf ¼ p0f ; (5.13) remains valid
and we note that the following relations (and their adjoints) hold:
V ¼ Vp0 ¼ Vf ¼ pV ¼ eBV : ð5:14Þ
Deﬁne Y : p0B0p0-/N;BS by
Yðb0Þ ¼ Vb0V; b0Ap0B0p0: ð5:15Þ
We will show thatY is a -isomorphism onto pBpeB: Now peBV ¼ V from (5.14), so
the range of Y is contained in peB/N;BSeBp ¼ pBpeB: Since
V Yðb0ÞV ¼ p0fb0p0f ; b0Ap0B0p0; ð5:16Þ
from (5.13), the choice of p0 shows that Y has trivial kernel. The map is clearly self-
adjoint, and we check that it is a homomorphism. For p0b0p0; p0b1p0Ap0B0p0;
Yðp0b0p0ÞYðp0b1p0Þ ¼Vp0b0p0VVp0b1p0V ¼ Vp0b0p0fp0b1p0V
¼Vfp0b0p0b1p0V  ¼ Yðp0b0p0b1p0Þ; ð5:17Þ
using Vf ¼ V : Finally we show that Y maps onto pBpeB: Given bAB; let
x ¼ V pbpeBV ¼ p0V pbpeBVp0Ap0f/N;BSfp0 ¼ p0B0p0f : ð5:18Þ
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Then x has the form p0b0p0f for some b0AB0: Thus
Yðp0b0p0Þ ¼Vp0b0p0V  ¼ Vp0b0p0fV
¼VxV  ¼ VV pbpeBVV 
¼ peBpbpeBpeB ¼ pbpeB; ð5:19Þ
and this shows surjectivity. Thus Y : p0B0p0-pBpeB is a surjective -isomorphism,
and so can be expressed as Yðp0b0p0Þ ¼ yðp0b0p0ÞeB where y : p0B0p0-pBp is a
surjective -isomorphism. From the deﬁnitions of these maps,
Vb0 ¼ yðb0ÞV ; b0Ap0B0p0: ð5:20Þ
Since eBV ¼ V ; from (5.14), we have
eBFðVÞ ¼ eBFðeBVÞ ¼ eBV ¼ V ð5:21Þ
by Lemma 5.1. In addition, the N-modularity of F implies that
FðVÞb0 ¼ yðb0ÞFðVÞ; b0Ap0B0p0; ð5:22Þ
from (5.20). The relations pV ¼ V ; Vp0 ¼ V ; lead to pFðVÞ ¼ FðVÞ; FðVÞp0 ¼
FðVÞ; and hence
FðVÞFðV ÞAðpBpÞ0-pNp; FðVÞFðVÞAðp0B0p0Þ0-p0Np0 ð5:23Þ
by (5.22). Now let vAN be the partial isometry in the polar decomposition FðVÞ ¼
vjFðVÞj: From (5.22) and Lemma 4.2,
vb0 ¼ yðb0Þv; b0Ap0B0p0; ð5:24Þ
and so vv is a projection p0AðpBpÞ0-pNp and vv is a projection
p00Aðp0B0p0Þ0-p0Np0: Moreover
vB0v
 ¼ vp0B0p0v ¼ pBpp0 ¼ p0Bp0: ð5:25Þ
It remains to estimate jj1 vjj2;t: Since
jjV  eBjj2;Trp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
jjeB  f jj2;Trp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d1; ð5:26Þ
from (5.12), we obtain
jjeBFðVÞ  eBjj2;Trp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d1; ð5:27Þ
using (5.21). Because jjeBxjj2;Tr ¼ jjxjj2;t for any xAN; (5.27) gives jjFðVÞ 
1jj2;tp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d1: By Lemma 4.1(iii), this estimate leads to
jj1 vjj2;tp2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d1: ð5:28Þ
From the deﬁnition of d1 and the requirement that doð35Þ1; we see that
8d21=d
2pð69Þ2; ð5:29Þ
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by evaluating the term ð1þ 4d2Þð1 4d2Þ1 at d ¼ 1=35: The estimate jj1
vjj2;tp69d follows. By Lemma 4.1(ii) with w ¼ FðVÞ; we have
jj1 p0jj2;tpjj1 FðVÞjj2;tp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d1pð69=2Þdp35d ð5:30Þ
with a similar estimate for jj1 p00jj2;t: The fact that each projection is a product of a
projection from the algebra and one from the relative commutant is clear from the
proof. The last statement of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the ﬁrst
part, because now the relative commutants are contained in the algebras. &
The estimates in Theorem 5.2, while general, can be substantially improved in
special cases. The next result addresses the case of two close masas.
Theorem 5.3. Let d40; let B0 and B be masas in a type II1 factor N with unital
faithful normal trace t; and suppose that jjEB  EB0 jjN;2pd: Then there exists a partial
isometry vAN such that vv ¼ p0AB0; vv ¼ pAB; and vB0v ¼ Bp: Moreover v can
be chosen to satisfy jj1 vjj2;tp30d; jj1 pjj2;tp15d and jj1 p0jj2;tp15d:
Proof. We assume that doð15Þ1; otherwise we may take v ¼ 0: By averaging eB
over B0; we see that there is a projection e0AB00-/N;BS satisfying jje0 
eBjj2;Trp2d: By Lemma 2.2, there exists a central projection zA/N;BS such that
ze0 and zeB are equivalent projections in /N;BS; and jjze0  eBjj2;Trp2d: Let
e ¼ ze0AB00-/N;BS; and consider the inclusion B0eDe/N;BSe: Let
wA/N;BS be a partial isometry such that e ¼ ww; zeB ¼ ww: Then wzeB ¼ w;
and so
B0eDe/N;BSe ¼ wzeBw/N;BSwzeBwDwzeBBw ð5:31Þ
and the latter algebra is abelian. The proof now proceeds exactly as in Theorem 5.2,
starting from (5.6) which corresponds to (5.31). The only difference is that having an
abelian inclusion allows us to replace constant 23 in (5.12) and subsequent estimates
by 4, using Lemma 3.2. This leads to the required estimates on jj1 vjj2;t; jj1 pjj2;t
and jj1 p0jj2;t: &
We now consider the case of two close subfactors of N:
Theorem 5.4. Let d40; let B0 and B be subfactors of N and suppose that jjEB 
EB0 jjN;2pd: Then there exist projections q0AB0; qAB; q00AB00-N; q0AB0-N; p0 ¼
q0q
0
0; p ¼ qq0; and a partial isometry vAN such that vp0B0p0v ¼ pBp; vv ¼ p; vv ¼
p0; and
jj1 vjj2;tp13d; tðpÞ ¼ tðp0ÞX1 67d2: ð5:32Þ
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If, in addition, the relative commutants of B0 and B are both trivial and do671=2;
then B and B0 are unitarily conjugate in N:
Proof. We assume that do671=2; otherwise take v ¼ 0: The proof is identical to that
of Theorem 5.2 except that we now have an inclusion eB0eDe/N;BSe of factors.
Our choice of d allows us a strict upper bound of ð2=5Þ1=2 on the e which appears
immediately after (5.11). Thus the estimate of Theorem 3.7 applies, which allows us
to replace 23 by 1/2 in (5.12). This gives
8d21=d
2p145o169 ð5:33Þ
and the estimates of (5.32) follow.
If the relative commutants are trivial then pAB and p0AB0; so v implements an
isomorphism between pBp and p0B0p0 which then easily extends to unitary
conjugacy between B and B0: &
Let R be the hyperﬁnite type II1 factor, choose a projection pAR with tðpÞ ¼
1 d; where d is small, and let y be an isomorphism of pRp onto ð1 pÞRð1 pÞ:
Let B0 ¼ fx þ yðxÞ : xApRpg and let B have a similar deﬁnition but using an
isomorphism f such that y1f is a properly outer automorphism of pRp: Such an
example shows that the projections from the relative commutants in Theorem 5.4
cannot be avoided.
These results above suggest that it might be possible to obtain similar theorems
for one sided inclusions. By this we mean that if B0CdB then there is a
partial isometry which moves some compression of B0 (preferably large)
into B: However the following shows that this cannot be so, even if the
two algebras are subfactors with trivial relative commutant in some factor M; and
even if we renounce the requirement that the size of the compression be large
and merely require the compression to be non-zero. In this respect, note that if
there exists a non-zero partial isometry vAM such that vvAB0; vvAB
and vB0v
DvvBvv; then there would be a unitary uAM such that uB0uDB:
It is this that we will contradict, by exhibiting II1 subfactors B0;BAM with
trivial relative commutant and B0CdB for d arbitrarily small, but with no
unitary conjugate of B0 sitting inside B: The construction, based on [17], is
given below.
By Popa [17], for each lo1=4 there exists an inclusion of factors ðNðlÞDMðlÞÞ ¼
ðNDMÞ with Jones index l144; trivial relative commutant and graph GN;M ¼
AN: (Note that in fact by [13] one can take the ambient factorM to be LðFNÞ; for
all lo1=4:) Let e0AM be a projection such that ENðe0Þ ¼ l1 and let N1DM be a
subfactor such that N1DNDM is the basic construction for N1DN with Jones
projection e0: Then choose a subfactor QDM such that ð1 e0ÞAQ and ð1
e0ÞQð1 e0Þ ¼N1ð1 e0Þ: An easy computation shows that QCdðlÞN1; where
dðlÞ ¼ 6l 4l2: Thus, since N1DN; we get QCdðlÞN as well.
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Proposition 5.5. With the above notation, we have QCdðlÞN; with dðlÞ ¼ 6l 4l2;
but there does not exist a unitary vAM such that vQvDN:
Proof. Suppose there is a unitary vAM such that vQvDN1; and let N0 be vNv:
ThenN0 is an intermediate factor for Q: But the irreducible subfactors in the Jones
tower of a subfactor with Temperley-Lieb-Jones standard lattice do not have
intermediate subfactors (see, for example, [1]), giving a contradiction.
An alternative argument goes as follows. The basic construction extension algebra
Q0-/M;QS contains the projections eQ and eN0 ; which satisfy eQpeN0 : Their
traces are respectively l2=ð1 lÞ2 and l: But the relative commutant Q0-/M;QS is
isomorphic to C3 and, of the three minimal projections, the only two traces that are
less than 1=2 are
l2
ð1 lÞ2 and
l
1 l: ð5:34Þ
Since tðeN0Þ ¼ l; the only possibility is to have
tðeN0Þ ¼
l2
ð1 lÞ2 þ
l
1 l ¼
l
ð1 lÞ2: ð5:35Þ
This is, of course, impossible. &
6. Unitary congugates of masas
In this section we apply our previous work on perturbations of subalgebras to the
particular situation of a masa and a nearby unitary conjugate of it. The main result
of this section is Theorem 6.4. This contains two inequalities which we present
separately. Since we will be working with only one unital trace we simplify notation
by replacing jj 	 jj2;t by jj 	 jj2; and we denote by dðx; SÞ the distance in jj 	 jj2-norm
from an element xAN to a subset SDN:
Recall from [15] that the normalizing groupoid GðAÞ of a masaA inN is the set
of partial isometries vAN such that vv; vvAA; and vAv ¼Avv: Such a partial
isometry v implements a spatial -isomorphism between Avv and Avv: By
choosing a normal -isomorphism between the abelian algebras Að1 vvÞ and
Að1 vvÞ (both isomorphic to LN½0; 1), we obtain a -automorphism of A
satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 of [8]. It follows that v has the form pw;
where p is a projection in A and wANðAÞ (this result is originally in [6]). The next
result will allow us to relate jjEA  EuAu jjN;2 to the distance from u to NðAÞ:
Proposition 6.1. Let A be a masa in N; let uAN be a unitary and let e1; e240:
Suppose that there exists a partial isometry vAN such that vvAA; vvAuAu;
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vAv ¼ uAuvv; and
jjv  EuAu ðvÞjj2pe1; ð6:1Þ
jjvjj22X1 e22: ð6:2Þ
Then there exists u˜ANðAÞ such that
jju  u˜jj2p2ðe1 þ e2Þ: ð6:3Þ
Proof. Let v1 be the partial isometry u
vAN: From the hypotheses we see that v1v1;
v1v

1AA and
v1Av

1 ¼ uvAvu ¼ uuAuvvu ¼Av1v1; ð6:4Þ
and so v1AGðAÞ: It follows from [8] that v1 ¼ pw for some projection pAA and
unitary wANðAÞ: Thus
vw ¼ up: ð6:5Þ
From (6.1), there exists aAA such that jjajjp1 and EuAu ðvÞ ¼ uau: Since A is
abelian, it is isomorphic to CðOÞ for some compact Hausdorff space O: Writing
b ¼ jaj; 0pbp1; there exists a unitary sAA such that a ¼ bs:
Now (6.2) and (6.5) imply that
jjpjj22 ¼ jjvjj22X1 e22; ð6:6Þ
and so
jj1 pjj2 ¼ ð1 jjpjj22Þ1=2pe2: ð6:7Þ
It now follows from (6.5) that
jjv  uwjj2 ¼ jjvw  ujj2 ¼ jjup  ujj2 ¼ jj1 pjj2pe2: ð6:8Þ
From (6.1) and (6.8) we obtain the estimate
jj1 bsuwjj2 ¼ jjuw  ubsujj2pjjuw  vjj2 þ jjv  uaujj2
p e1 þ e2: ð6:9Þ
Let c ¼ EAðsuwÞAA; jjcjjp1; and apply EA to (6.9) to obtain
jj1 bcjj2pe1 þ e2: ð6:10Þ
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For each oAO;
j 1 bðoÞcðoÞ jXj 1 jbðoÞcðoÞj jX1 bðoÞ; ð6:11Þ
from which it follows that
ð1 bÞ2pð1 bcÞð1 bcÞ: ð6:12Þ
Apply the trace to (6.12) and use (6.10) to reach
jj1 bjj2pe1 þ e2: ð6:13Þ
Thus
jja  sjj2 ¼ jjbs  sjj2 ¼ jjb  1jj2pe1 þ e2: ð6:14Þ
From (6.1), (6.13) and the triangle inequality,
jjv  usujj2 ¼ jjv  ubsu þ uðb  1Þsujj2
¼ jjv  EuAu ðvÞ þ uðb  1Þsujj2p2e1 þ e2: ð6:15Þ
This leads to the estimate
jju  wsjj2 ¼ jjsuw  1jj2 ¼ jjusuw  ujj2
¼ jjusuw  up þ uðp  1Þjj2pjjusuw  upjj2 þ e2
¼ jjusuw  vwjj2 þ e2 ¼ jjusu  vjj2 þ e2
p 2ðe1 þ e2Þ; ð6:16Þ
using (6.7) and (6.15). Now deﬁne u˜ ¼ ws; which is in NðAÞ since s is a unitary inA:
The last inequality gives (6.3). &
The constant 90 in the next theorem is not the best possible. An earlier version of
the paper used methods more speciﬁc to masas and obtained the lower estimate 31.
This may be viewed at the Mathematics ArXiv, OA/0111330.
Theorem 6.2. Let A be a masa in a separably acting type II1 factor N; and let uAN
be a unitary. Then
dðu; NðAÞÞp90jjðI  EuAu ÞEAjjN;2p90jjEA  EuAu jjN;2: ð6:17Þ
Proof. Deﬁne e to be jjðI  EuAu ÞEAjjN;2: If e ¼ 0 then EA ¼ EuAu and uANðAÞ;
so there is nothing to prove. Thus assume e40: Let B ¼ uAu:
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By Proposition 2.4, there exists hAA0-/N;BS satisfying
jjh  eBjj2;Trpe: ð6:18Þ
Applying Lemma 4.2(ii), the spectral projection f of h corresponding to the interval
[1/2,1] lies in A0-/N; eBS and satisﬁes
jj f  eBjj2;Trp2e; ð6:19Þ
(see Corollary 2.5). Theorem 5.3 (with d replaced by e) gives the existence of a partial
isometry vAN satisfying
vvAA; vvAB ¼ uAu; vAv ¼ Bvv ¼ uAuvv; ð6:20Þ
jjv  EuAu ðvÞjj2p30e; ð6:21Þ
jjvjj22 ¼ tðvvÞX1 ð15eÞ2: ð6:22Þ
We may now apply Proposition 6.1, with e1 ¼ 30e and e2 ¼ 15e; to obtain a
normalizing unitary u˜ANðAÞ satisfying
jju  u˜jj2p2ð30þ 15Þe ¼ 90e; ð6:23Þ
and this is the ﬁrst inequality. The second is simply
jjðI  EuAu ÞEAjjN;2 ¼ jjðEA  EuAu ÞEAjjN;2
p jjEA  EuAu jjN;2; ð6:24Þ
completing the proof. &
Lemma 6.3. If A is a von Neumann subalgebra of a type II1 factor N and uAN is a
unitary, then
jjEA  EuAu jjN;2p4dðu; NðAÞÞ: ð6:25Þ
Proof. Let vANðAÞ and deﬁne w to be uv: Then wAw ¼ uAu; so it sufﬁces to
estimate jjEA  EwAw jjN;2: Let h ¼ 1 w: Then, for xAN; jjxjjp1;
jjEAðxÞ EwAw ðxÞjj2 ¼ jjEAðxÞ  wEAðwxwÞwjj2
¼ jjwEAðxÞw  EAðwxwÞjj2
p jjwEAðxÞw  EAðxÞjj2 þ jjEAðxÞ  EAðwxwÞjj2
p jjEAðxÞw  wEAðxÞjj2 þ jjx  wxwjj2
¼ jjEAðxÞh  hEAðxÞjj2 þ jjhx  xhjj2
p 4jjhjj2 ¼ 4jj1 uvjj2 ¼ 4jjv  ujj2: ð6:26Þ
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Taking the inﬁmum of the right-hand side of (6.26) over all vANðAÞ gives
(6.25). &
The next theorem summarizes the previous two results.
Theorem 6.4. Let A be a masa in a separably acting type II1 factor N and let u be a
unitary in N: Then
dðu; NðAÞÞ=90pjjðI  EuAu ÞEAjjN;2pjjEA  EuAu jjN;2p4dðu; NðAÞÞ: ð6:27Þ
If A is singular, then A is ð 1
90
Þ-strongly singular.
Proof. The inequalities of (6.27) are proved in Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.3. When
A is singular, its normalizer is contained in A; so
jju  EAðuÞjj2pdðu; NðAÞÞ ð6:28Þ
holds. Then
jju  EAðuÞjj2p90jjEA  EuAu jjN;2; ð6:29Þ
proving a-strong singularity with a ¼ 1=90: &
The right-hand inequality of (6.27) is similar to
jjEA  EuAu jjN;2p4jju  EAðuÞjj2; ð6:30Þ
which we obtained in [22, Proposition 2.1], so u being close toA implies thatA and
uAu are also close. We remarked in the introduction that there are only two ways in
which jjEA  EuAu jjN;2 can be small, and we now make precise this assertion and
justify it.
Theorem 6.5. Let A and B be masas in a separably acting type II1 factor N; and let
d1; d2; e40:
(i) If there are projections pAA; qAB and a unitary uAN satisfying
uqu ¼ p; uqBu ¼ pA; ð6:31Þ
jju  EBðuÞjj2pd1 ð6:32Þ
and
trðpÞ ¼ trðqÞX1 d22; ð6:33Þ
then
jjEA  EBjjN;2p4d1 þ 2d2: ð6:34Þ
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(ii) If jjEA  EBjjN;2pe; then there are projections pAA and qAB; and a unitary
uAN satisfying
uqu ¼ p; uqBu ¼ pA; ð6:35Þ
jju  EBðuÞjj2p45e ð6:36Þ
and
trðpÞ ¼ trðqÞX1 ð15eÞ2: ð6:37Þ
Proof. (i) Let C ¼ uBu: Then
jjEB  ECjjN;2p4d1; ð6:38Þ
from (6.30). If xAN with jjxjjp1; then
jjECðxÞ  EAðxÞjj2p jjð1 pÞðEC  EAÞðxÞjj2 þ jjpECðpxÞ  EAðpxÞjj2
p 2d2; ð6:39Þ
since
pC ¼ puBu ¼ uqBu ¼ pA ð6:40Þ
and pEAðpð	ÞÞ is the projection onto pA: Then (6.34) follows immediately from
(6.38) and (6.39).
(ii) As in the proofs of Theorem 6.2 and its preceding results Proposition 2.4,
Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 5.2, there is a partial isometry vAN satisfying
p ¼ vvAA; q ¼ vvAB; vqBv ¼ pA; ð6:41Þ
jjv  EBðvÞjj2p30e ð6:42Þ
and
trðpÞ ¼ trðqÞX1 ð15eÞ2: ð6:43Þ
Let w be a partial isometry which implements the equivalence
ww ¼ 1 p; ww ¼ 1 q; ð6:44Þ
and let u ¼ v þ w: Then u is a unitary inN; since the initial and ﬁnal projections of v
and w are orthogonal, and
uqBu ¼ vqBv ¼ pA: ð6:45Þ
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Observe that
jjw  EBðwÞjj2pjjwjj2 ¼ ðtrð1 pÞÞ1=2p15e; ð6:46Þ
so that the inequality
jju  EBðuÞjj2p45e ð6:47Þ
follows from (6.42) and (6.46). &
Remark 6.6. Recall that ACdB is equivalent to jjðI  EBÞEAjjN;2pd: In [2],
Christensen deﬁned the distance between A and B to be
jjABjj2 ¼ max fjjðI  EBÞEAjjN;2; jjðI  EAÞEBjjN;2g: ð6:48Þ
This quantity is clearly bounded by jjEA  EBjjN;2; and the reverse inequality
jjEA  EBjjN;2p3jjABjj2 ð6:49Þ
follows from [22, Lemma 5.2] and the algebraic identity
P  Q ¼ PðI  QÞ  ðI  PÞQ; ð6:50Þ
valid for all operators P and Q: In general, for any xAN; jjxjjp1;
jjðEA  EBÞðxÞjj22 ¼/EAðxÞ; ðEA  EBÞðxÞS/EBðxÞ; ðEA  EBÞðxÞS
¼/ðI  EBÞEAðxÞ; xSþ/ðI  EAÞEBðxÞ; xS
p jjðI  EBÞEAjjN;2 þ jjðI  EAÞEBjjN;2; ð6:51Þ
which gives the inequality
jjEA  EBjjN;2pð2jjABjj2Þ1=2: ð6:52Þ
Thus the two notions of distance give equivalent metrics on the space of all
subalgebras of N: &
We close with a topological result on the space of masas, in the spirit of [2,22],
which also follows from results in [19]. We include a short proof for completeness.
Corollary 6.7. The set of singular masas in a separably acting type II1 factor is closed
in the jj 	 jjN;2-metric.
Proof. By Theorem 6.4, it sufﬁces to show that those masas, which satisfy (6.29)
(with any ﬁxed a40 replacing 90) for all unitaries uAN; form a closed subset.
Consider a Cauchy sequence fAngNn¼1 of masas satisfying (6.28), and ﬁx a unitary
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uAN: By [2], the set of masas is closed, so there is a masa A such that
limn-N jjEAn  EAjjN;2 ¼ 0: Then
jju  EAðuÞjj2p jju  EAnðuÞjj2 þ jjEAnðuÞ  EAðuÞjj2
p ajjEuAnu  EAn jjN;2 þ jjEAn  EAjjN;2
p ajjEuAnu  EuAu jjN;2 þ ajjEuAu  EAjjN;2 þ jjEAn  EAjjN;2; ð6:53Þ
and the result follows by letting n-N: &
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